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1. Introduction

The description of Saltram in the English Heritage Register of parks and gardens of

special historic interest was first drafted in 1987 and the current expanded version

produced 1998-2000.  A map was also produced in 2000.  The current description and

map are reproduced in Appendix 1.

As part of the present study, the Parks Agency has collaborated with the former EH

inspector who produced the present entry and map in reviewing both in the light of

new historical and field evidence.  Suggested revisions to both entry and map have

been submitted to English Heritage for their consideration.  These are reproduced in

Appendix 2.

In addition, following the practice of Cadw but not English Heritage, areas of

‘essential setting’ and ‘significant views’ have been plotted on a map showing the

existing version of the Register map.  These are based on the criteria established by

Cadw, and the discussion of setting in Part One of this report.  Cadw defines

‘essential setting’ as:

a concept developed for the register in order to safeguard areas adjacent to

the historic parks and gardens which, although outside them, form an

essential part of their immediate background and without which, in their

present state, the historic character of the site in question would be diluted or

damaged.

Thus, for example, on the existing Register map we would recommend that Pomphlett

Plantation be considered essential setting, while on our amended Register map, we

recommend that Pomphlett Plantation be included within the Register boundary.

Similarly, on the existing map, we recommend that the area of Hardwick Plantation to

the skyline,  currently excluded from the Register boundary, be considered essential

setting, while on our amended map, we recommend that the whole of the Plantation,

to the point marked formerly by the Hardwick Lodge, be included within the Register

boundary.

Significant views have been also been plotted, and we distinguish between those

which survive and those which have been blocked, generally by tree growth or recent

planting.  We have restricted significant views to those which were evidently part of

the eighteenth and nineteenth century landscape design.  Following Cadw’s model,

the views on the Register map are restricted to existing views.

A full discussion of the areas for which we have considered amendments to the

boundary follows.
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Map 1.  Areas discussed in Section.2.
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2. Boundary and essential setting

2.1. Chelson Meadow

History

Chelson Meadow was formed in 1807 by the construction of a substantial dam across

the entrance of the former creek from the Laira, together with the construction of a

system of drains to create land capable of improvement.   This creek had featured in

two of William Tomkins’ paintings of the estate in the 1770s but presumably its low-

water appearance had come to be viewed as an eyesore. It appears that initially, an

attempt was made to create a lake within the embankment [Fig.1 Stockdale] but this

seems to have failed quickly, probably because it was too shallow.  The Ordnance

Survey of 1809 delineates the Meadow as parkland planting, although this seems

unlikely given the soil conditions [Fig.2].  If it was attempted, this too was evidently

unsuccessful; the Greenwood county map of 1827 shows the area apparently in

transition to arable [Fig.3] and a lithograph by Henry Worsley of c1830 shows the

agricultural improvements that followed.  [Fig.4]

The regularity of the improved landscape might seem at odds with the arcadian nature

of the eighteenth-century parkland which ran down to it from Saltram and which

extended to the Pomphlett ridge.  However, the improvements need to be understood

in the context of the period, one of great patriotic interest on the part of major

landowners in agricultural improvements.  In 1807, Lord Boringdon received a

Society of Arts Gold Medal for the project, which was written up in the Society’s

Proceedings.  (Blaxton Meadow was similarly embanked and drained in c1860,

although in 1995 the embankment was breached and a salt marsh habitat created.)

Moreover, land reclamation and agricultural improvement being symbols of

enlightened land-stewardship, they were accounted their own aesthetic value as a

result.  As Theresa Parker herself wrote on 30 August 1773 of the conversion to

arable of over two hundred acres of furze between Boringdon and Cann Quarry, the

improvement ‘affords a prospect of Plenty that is really very striking [our italics].’
1

The improvement was considered worthy of a tourist’s attention, when for example

Sanford’s Tourist’s Companion of 1825, advises that ‘proceeding from Plymouth over

a new line of road, and by crossing the elegant bridge over the Lara, we enter the

domain of Saltram at Chelson-lodge, and observe a great improvement executed

under the directions of the earl of Morley, that of excluding the water from Chelson

Bay by an embankment.’

The construction of a lodge at Chelson, and the relocation here of a pair of gate piers

from Boringdon probably dates at the earliest from the negotiations with the Duke of

Bedford, who owned the manor of Plymstock, associated with the construction of the

embankment (1805-07).  Stockdale’s drawing of the lodge is undated but is probably

post-1815, as it refers to ‘Lord Morley’s’ [Fig.5]. Until 1824, this point was only

accessed from Plymouth by the ‘flying bridge’ or ferry and so was probably of little

interest as an approach

                                                  
1
 BL Add MS 48218, f.135v.
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Fig.1. F W Stockdale, ‘New pond at

Saltram’, undated, c1810 (courtesy of the

Royal Cornish Institute)

Fig.2. Detail of the Ordnance Survey, 1
st

edition 1” to 1 mile, 1809.

Fig.3. Detail of Greenwood map of Devon,

1827.

Fig.4.  Chelson Meadow, c1830, from a

lithograph by Henry Worsley (courtesy of

the Plymouth City Aet Gallery and

Museum)
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although with the construction of a drive along the embankment it probably became

part of a circuit to allow a return route to the house.  However, in 1824, the ferry was

replaced with the new iron bridge, sponsored by Parker.  This provided a convenient

route to the town, and likewise would have brought a host of visitors into the estate.

In 1828, the Parkers being keen race-horse owners and breeders, a race track was laid

out around Chelson Meadow.  In addition, it seems from the estate records of the

1840s, which record Lord Boringdon’s dissatisfaction with his tenant, that the land

was not particularly suited to the various arable crops introduced (WDRO 69/M/6/21;

69/M/6/70).   The race track followed a roughly rectangular course around the edge of

the Meadow, and by 1869 a small grandstand had been built on the south side near

Chelson Lodge.  The race-track was highly successful for several years, and attracted

the patronage of Queen Victoria, but it gradually fell into disrepute and was

eventually closed in 1926 (Gill, 1997, 144-45).

Evidently the arable regime was persisted with in the meantime, as in 1843, it was

proposed to put part of Chelson Meadow down to pasture ‘to beautify the drive to

Saltram’ (WDRO 96/M6/70).

The Meadow, having formerly been part of the Laira, was technically extra-parochial

land, belonging to neither of the adjoining parishes.  In 1862, the Meadow was

annexed to the parish of Plympton St Mary and thence, following an inspection by the

Poor Law Board, to the Poor Law Union.  Samuel Newberry was appointed guardian

and overseer in 1869.

Character

After the National Trust acquired the bulk of the estate, Chelson Meadow was one of

the parts retained and it was eventually sold to Plymouth City Council who began to

use it as a rubbish tip in 1964 (Gill, 1997, 145).  The cement works had been built

1958-61, and since that date, the Meadow has been changed beyond recognition.  The

land-fill exercise has far exceeded the original levels and has created a substantial hill

on the formerly flat land.  With the closure of the cement works, one notable visual

detractor has disappeared, although the great mound of rubbish traversed by lorries

remains a major intrusion on the Saltram landscape [Fig.6].

The hill is gradually being top-soiled and seeded with grass and a landscaping scheme

will be prepared over the next eighteen months, and the eventual landscaping of the

hill will create a relatively sympathetic feature in views from the house and park.  The

eastern part of the hill has already been top-soiled and seeded and this is a marked

improvement on the site’s appearance. However, public access is unlikely within the

next thirty-five years or so, due to the settling of the land and the need to control

emissions from the waste.
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Fig.5. F W Stockdale, ‘Chelson lodge’,

c1815 (courtesy of the Royal Cornish

Institute).

Fig.6. Chelson Meadow today, from

Wixenford Bottom.
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Recommendation

This discussion highlights the importance both of the original creek and the enclosed

meadow in the historic development of the landscape at Saltram.  It is proposed that

although formerly a key part of the designed landscape, both in views from the house

and park and as the foreground in one of the key drives to Saltram, Chelson Meadow

should not be included in the Register boundary, because its ‘restoration’ will create

an entirely new feature; there is little planning threat to the land once it has been

restored; and it has lost all archaeological interest.  However, it should be considered

part of the essential setting of the registered park, for its former historic interest and

its high profile in views from the park and the House.

2.2. Hardwick Plantation

History

The rides and walks in Hardwick Plantation were probably first laid out in the initial

phase of the landscape design under John Parker II.  The leading designer, Nathaniel

Richmond was paid substantial  sums between 1770 and 1774, and in 1772, Anne

Robinson complained that Mr Richmond had neglected the planting of the top of the

hill for three years (NPA, 1999, 7).  By 1785 a network of paths and rides was

recorded on the Ordnance Surveyors’ drawing [Fig.7].

However, the planting was evidently not a success, given its exposure to wind and

salt, and the hill remained a preoccupation for the next forty years.  In November

1783, it was announced that ‘The top of the hill is to be begun to be planted on

Monday next for the third time succeed or not.’ (WDRO 430/3/44); in February 1785,

John Parker III wrote to his uncle Thomas Robinson, ‘I have just finished my

Plantation on top of ye Hill, wch already begins to look beautifull’ (BL Add MS

48218, f.69v), although later that year, in September, Anne Robinson wrote ‘we are

going again to repair the plantation on the top of the Hill, which has suffered much by

the severe winter and dry summer …about one in three have died’ (WDRO 430/3/66).

In November, she was able to report ‘we have almost finished planting the Hill’

(WDRO 430/3/68).

The OSD 1785 shows the wood ornamented with winding drives, but without any

approach from the house and probably accessed from Merafield.   However, in 1786,

work was underway on constructing a drive up from the house, as reported in a letter

of 25 February that year: ‘The new approach to the Plantation goes on, but not as fast

as it did in the late fine weather ….luckily all the planting was over the day before the

frost began’ (WDRO 430/3/76).   This route is shown on the 1
st
 edition Ordnance

Survey [Fig.8].

Then in July 1800, Lord Boringdon announced to his aunt Anne Robinson, that ‘[I]

have also fixed upon doing – what do you think – nothing more or less than making

ye new approach (wch I believe I mentioned to you once) placing the Lodges at the

further end of Hardwick wood, & come to the House all thro’ Hardwick & the

Plantation’ (BL Add MS 48218, f.92v).
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Fig.7. Hardwick Plantation, from the

Ordnance Surveyors’ Drawing, 1785.

Fig.8. Hardwick Plantation, from the 1
st

edition Ordnance Survey, 1809.

Fig.9. Hardwick Plantation, from  the 25”

Ordnance Survey, 1881.

Fig.10. Reverend John Swete, view of

Saltram from Hardwick, 1793 (courtesy of

the Devon Record Office).
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The art of making an entrance ‘seam farther off’, as Anne Robinson put it in a letter of

2 August 1772 (BL Add MS 48218, f.30v) was fundamental to the creation of an

eighteenth-century landscape garden like Saltram and throughout their tenure the

Parkers were continually developing the approach drives – Longbridge (1771), Cot

Hill (1782), Hardwick (c1810) and Stag Lodge (early 1820s).

The extension of this simple access route into an elaborate approach through the

entire length of the plantation was a major undertaking given the topography and

appears to have taken several years to complete, as it is not shown on the 1809

Ordnance Survey.  It must have been complete some years before 1824 when the Stag

lodges which had been moved here from the Merafield entrance, were again relocated

(to their present position).  In their place at the entrance to the Hardwick approach, a

Keeper’s Cottage was erected, later joined by a kennels (NPA 1999, 14).  The

completed layout is recorded on the 1827 county map by Christopher Greenwood and

on the 1881 25” Ordnance Survey [Fig.9].

The approach from Hardwick crossed the turnpike road initially via a tunnel.  In 1865,

when the turnpike was being improved, this tunnel and one at Merafield were

demolished and replaced with ‘simple gates’ (WDRO 69/M/6/25).

The hill was a natural vantage point, and it was presumably from its winding walks or

drives, approached from Merafield and ornamented with still young trees that Swete

wrote in 1797, ‘I had a View of Lord Boringdons beautiful Villa from the eminence

above it towards the East which not only commanded the circumjacent lawns and

woods but took in the more distant Scenery of Plymouth, part of the Sound, Mount

Edgecumbe and the Cornish Hills.’  One of Swete’s watercolour views depicts this

prospect [Fig.10].  In the same year, George Maton wrote of Saltram,  ‘There are

several pleasing openings as you advance, and at length, on the summit of the hill, a

noble and wide extent of scenery unfolds itself’ (NPA, 1999, 11-12).

It is also clear that there were views northwards towards the Triumphal Arch at

Boringdon and to the Cornish hills, visible both from a drive along the top of the

wood and from subsidiary paths which ran down from the drive and along the edge.

The slopes below the woodland edge which had been small enclosures were cleared

between 1785 and 1809 to make a single sweep of pasture (Amados Hill, qv).

Character

The woodland today includes, along with self-sown trees and understorey, a number

of fine early C19 forest trees including Sweet Chestnut, Oak, Lime and Beech,

planted along the drive from the site of Hardwick Lodge (now a private residence), as

well as at junctions and along subsidiary walks and drives.  At the highest point there

are some Scots Pine which date from the same period as those in Wixenford Bottom

and beside Pomphlett Plantation.  The plantation is walled, and the drive from

Hardwick Lodge is a notable construction, beautifully engineered and metalled.

Most of the designed views have been lost to tree and scrub growth, but the line of the

southern drive does indicate at least two designed viewpoints.  The main approach

runs westward from Hardwick Lodge then follows a serpentine line southwards

before resuming its westward route towards Saltram.  The s-bend, close to the
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southern edge of the wood, suggests an opportunity to display southward views

(referred to in Part One), while the steep descent once through the serpentine would

probably have afforded the first direct view of Saltram and its background of

Plymouth and  Mount Edgecumbe.

On the northern side a second drive and subsidiary walks also commands wide views

northwards.  The small fields at the foot of Amados Hill have been developed with

housing, but the development does follow the original hedgerow and has thus

preserved a number of mature hedgerow Oaks which complement the woodland on

the scarp.  Hardwick Plantation and Amados Hill are widely visible from around the

park [Fig.11] and also form a notable landscape backdrop to many local views from

the north and west [Fig.12], as well as specifically designed views from the

Triumphal Arch.

Recommendation

The major part of the wood is owned by the Woodland Trust, with only a small part

on the western edge owned by the Trust.  However, there is no distinction in the

historic interest or the management either side of the boundary, and we propose that

the Register boundary be extended to include the whole of Hardwick Plantation

irrespective of the divided ownership.  The Plantation up to the skyline should be

considered essential setting of the existing registered park because of its place in the

historic design of the landscape and its visual prominence.

2.3. North-east parkland

History

The kitchen garden was completed in 1771 (BL Add MS 48218,f.174v.).  As it is

prominent in views from the Triumphal Arch in the north and from the west, the

parkland adjacent to the kitchen garden was probably formed by c1780 and may date

from the construction of the Longbridge drive in 1770-71.   It is recorded on the 1785

Ordnance Surveyors’ drawing.   The thatched lodge on Cot Hill and the drive it

accessed are dated by NPA as 1782 (NPA, Fig.17), and the drive is likewise shown on

the 1785 OSD.  The lodge is listed Grade II and is the only thatched building in the

area [Fig.13].

Character

Like Hardwick Plantation, this area of parkland is now separated from the rest of

Saltram by the A38. It is bounded by the Sewage Works and industrial estate to the

north and Plympton to the south-east; Cot Hill and the A38 bound it east and west

respectively.  On Cot Hill the thatched lodge is a notable historic feature in the

townscape.  There is a belt of mature Oaks and younger under-planting on the south

side screening the parkland from the development around the walled garden.  The

parkland contains a small but important clump of Oak and Beech just north-west of

the registered clump and a single parkland Oak survives in the steeply sloping open

grassland [Fig.14].  A planted bund separates it from the industrial estate to the north,

while a mature hedge screens it from Cot Hill on the east.
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Fig.11. Hardwick Plantation from Saltram

House.

.

Fig.12. Hardwick Plantation and Amados

Hill from the A38.

Fig.13. The thatched lodge on Cot Hill.

Fig.14. The north-east parkland, from Cot

Hill.
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Recommendation

Although now detached from the core of the park by the A38, this area, along with

Amados Hill (qv) is an important element of the late eighteenth-century development

of the landscape, providing a visual link between the parkland around the house and

Hardwick Plantation on the ridge to the east.  For this reason, and because of its

important role in designed views from the Triumphal Arch and the Longbridge Drive,

it is recommended that this area should be considered part of the essential setting of

the existing Register boundary and included within the amended Register boundary.

2.4. Pomphlett Plantation and meadows

History

South of the creek that pre-dated the enclosing of Chelson Meadow, the ridge that

forms the skyline from Saltram and descends to the edge of Chelson Meadow was all

part of Pomphlett Barton, part of the manor of Plymstock owned by the Dukes of

Bedford [Fig.15].  It was sold to John Parker III, Lord Boringdon, in the early

nineteenth century, but may have been subject to a courtesy arrangement for some

time before that date.  Parker seems to imply as much in a letter of 1807, which offers

the Duke ‘my warmest acknowledgements for your great and kind accommodation

with respect to Pomphlett & the other lands in Plympstock – I have already begun

planting part of the former, tho’ fear that its’ exposed situation will not allow me to

expect that you will at any early visit into these parts see any very material

improvement in the appearance, tho’ have no doubt of the ultimate succession of the

Plantations’  (DRO, bdl. L1258M/SS/C(DL)E 98)

There is no woodland shown on the 1755 plan, but by 1785, the beginnings of

Pomphlett Plantation are clearly evident and may have been planted on the advice of

Nathaniel Richmond around 1770 [Fig.16.].   The rather crude 1827 Greenwood map

[Fig.17] shows the plantations approaching the form recorded on the 1841 tithe map

[Fig.18] and the 1869 Ordnance Survey.

The Pomphlett ridge, or Pomphlett Barton, seems to have been sold by the Duke of

Bedford to Lord Boringdon in 1807 (DRO, L1258M, vol.1, p.34).  Boringdon had

protracted negotiations to extend his boundaries by acquiring both Pomphlett and

Wixenford from the manor of Plymstock at the same time as he was negotiating to

acquire the land necessary for his Chelson Meadow scheme (1805-06).  The Saltram

estate papers record granting a number of leases in Pomphlett for small-scale

quarrying as early as 1808 (WDRO 69/M/6/432 and 433a-f), and certainly by 1829,

they include valuations and reports on the Pomphlett property (WDRO 69/M/6/70).

By the time of the 1840 tithe award for Plymstock, the whole of Pomphlett Barton and

Wixenford were part of the Saltram estate.

Quarrying developed rapidly on the south side of the Pomphlett ridge, probably

prompted by the death and debts of Lord Boringdon in 1840, and by the late

nineteenth century quarrying was on a much larger scale, with a quay formed for
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transportation of stone, Pomphlett Quarry nibbling northward towards Chelson

Lodge, and Pomphlett Mills Quarry approaching Pomphlett Farm.

Although it is clear that the ridge itself was planted with clumps to the west and the

substantial Pomphlett Plantation to the east, the south side of the ridge was not

landscaped.  However, that is not to say that it was not picturesque.  The tidal creek,

farm, mill, quays and cottages of Pomphlett, all of which have now vanished, were in

the late eighteenth century, busy with quarrying and lime-burning, and worthy of as

much attention as Saltram itself from the Reverend Swete.  In 1793 he wrote of

‘Pomfleet’: ‘The Scenery at this place was highly romantic, the Waters were

contracted in an extraordinary manner; from the wide expanse which they had formed

at Saltram and a considerable distance below they were here pent up in a very narrow

channel, running through a defile of rocks, which as the whole stratum was marble

gave rise to a number of Lime-kilns which in many points were very

picturesque…[from his viewpoint on the south-eastern end of the creek] the opposite

shore had not so bold an appearance as the hither one; it was more shelving and more

artificially broken by the Quarries that supplied two Kilns, one of which the largest

behind, bore a strong resemblance, to those old round castellated towers which are so

frequently to be met with in these parts: the rocks on the Pomfleet side, were very

picturesque – they were finely broken, and shrubb’d and by the dark reflexion that

they threw on the water, in contrast with the brighter parts on which the Sun play’d

they were productive altogether of a pleasing effect.’ [Fig.19]

The 1841 tithe map and the1869 OS records the mature design of the early nineteenth

/ late eighteenth centuries.   By 1841, Pomphlett Plantation had been enlarged and had

been given a sinuous, serpentine form. To its west was a smaller oval clump, and

running east from Chelson lodge, a narrow east-west plantation at the lower western

end of the ridge. In addition there was a small circular clump on the north-facing

slopes below the eastern end of the Plantation.  In addition, the 1869 OS records the

north-facing meadows dotted with standard trees, single and in small, unfenced

groups [Fig. 20].   The tithe award confirms that while the meadows themselves were

let to agricultural tenants outside the parkland management, the plantations were all

retained for management purposes by the Earl of Morley.  Seen across the Chelson

creek, the slopes and the wooded ridge would have continued the parkland landscape

to the skyline [Fig.21].

In addition to the visual composition in views from the house, the OS also makes

clear that Pomphlett Plantation was included on the system of circuit rides and drives.

From Chelson Lodge, in addition to the main approach to the house along the foot of

the ridge, there was a riding which ascended through the plantation by the lodge, out

on to the open ground dotted with parkland standards and a notable clump, across

which it ascended to enter the western end of Pomphlett Plantation.  The drive then

wound through the Plantation to exit at the eastern end, before either descending via a

zig-zag to Wixenford Farm and back along the Bottom via a track to Saltram Farm, or

alternatively joined the road up to Stag Lodge.  The drive through Pomphlett

Plantation was on the south side and has been lost to the quarry, but it is clear that the

Plantation was designed not only to be seen from the house but also to be included on

the routes around the designed landscape.
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Fig.15. Pomphlett Barton, from a survey of

the manor of Plymstock for the Duke of

Bedford, 1755 (Devon Record Office,

T1258/M&P/E24)

Fig.16. Pomphlett Plantation, from the

Ordnance Surveyors’ Drawing, 1785.

Fig.17.  Pomphlett Plantation, from the

Greenwood map, 1827.

Fig.18.  Pomphlett Plantation, from the

Plymstock tithe map, 1841.
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The tithe award also makes clear that although the Earl of Morley owned the open

rough grassland to the east of the Plantation, the two fields, Middle Park and Cross

Park, were part of Wixenford Farm.  Although in no way park-like, they were

nevertheless under Morley’s control as part of the skyline in views from the north.

Character

Pomphlett Plantation is characterised by vestigial Ash coppice but while it would

historically have been subject to rotational felling and replanting for timber, the

existing mature trees are largely self-sown Sycamore and Ash, with one or two

notable exceptions such as a fine Beech on the northern edge.  There are notable

remnants of its original walled bank on the north side, and there has been a significant

amount of planting of Beech and Scots Pine in the last thirty years on the north side of

the wall which has encroached on former open grassland and left some big open-

grown trees enclosed by younger trees [Fig.22]. The north-facing meadows which the

Plantation crowns retain significant elements of ornamental planting and character,

notably vestigial clumps of Lime and Beech [Figs.24]; landmark trees such a fine

Ash; and a group of 3 Oaks, an Ash and a Sweet Chestnut.  Sweet Chestnut was

evidently planted as a landmark tree around the estate, and judging from a ring-count

on a similar-sized tree near the house (c254), this tree probably dates from the late

eighteenth century.    On the south side of the westernmost meadow there is a notable

parkland Beech, as well as long views back to the core of the park [Fig.25].

Recommendation

The Historic Landscape Characterisation map produced by Devon County Council

characterises these slopes merely as ‘Rough Ground’.  We would argue that, although

currently not grazed and therefore scrubbing up, they all retain significant elements of

their parkland planting and are an integral part of the designed landscape.  There is no

question that they form part of the essential setting of the existing registered park, and

merit inclusion within the boundary of the extended Register boundary given their

historic and visual significance.  Pomphlett Plantation equally merits inclusion for its

historic and visual significance.

The open grassland to the east of the Plantation was let to Wixenford Farm: although

never parkland, nor planted in parkland style, it should be considered part of the

essential setting of the park; its importance in views from Saltram is shown in Fig.23.

We have restricted setting to the area of open grassland which has significance in

visual terms, while our proposed Register boundary follows as far as possible the line

of Pomphlett Plantation in 1869  (see Fig.20).
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Fig.20 b).  Pomphlett Plantation and ridge from the 1869 6” Ordnance Survey, and

with modern OS overlay.

Fig. 20 a)  Pomphlett Plantation and ridge, from the Ordnance Survey, 1869.
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Fig.19. Pomfleet Creek, a watercolour

sketch by the Reverend John Swete, 1793

(courtesy of Devon Record Office).

Fig.21.  Pomphlett Plantation, from a

photograph c1923 (courtesy of Major

Thomas St Aubyn and the National Trust)

Fig.22. Field grown, former parkland tree

surrounded by recent planting, north of

original boundary wall of Pomphlett

Plantation.
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Fig.24.  Vestigial parkland clump,

Pomphlett meadows, looking towards

Saltram.

Fig.25. Parkland Beech in westernmost of

Pomphlett meadows.

Fig.23.  View of bailiff’s house, from Saltram

house.


